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Abstract – We deal with the interpolation problem
of the back-projection (BP), fast BP (FBP), and fast
factorized BP (FFBP) algorithms used in synthetic-
aperture radar. The needed 1D and 2D interpolations
must be properly performed to achieve accurate results
and can be effectively worked out by adopting 1D and
2D nonuniform fast Fourier transform (NUFFT) rou-
tines. We generalize a recently developed optimized 1D
NUFFT approach to 2D and show the performance
improvement when adopted in BP, FBP, and FFBP.

1. Introduction

Synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) back-projection
(BP) is widely considered as an appealing approach for
high-resolution SAR [1, 2]. It offers many advantages
over traditional SAR processing, such as undistorted
wave front curvature, accommodating digital topo-
graphical elevation maps and ultra-wideband and/or
near-field data, and inherently performing motion
compensation [3]. BP costs at least OðN 3Þ for an N 3
N image and needs acceleration to be practical. To this
end, the fast BP (FBP) [4] and fast factorized BP
(FFBP) [5, 6], reducing the cost to OðN5=2Þ and
OðN2 log NÞ, respectively, have been devised.

FBP and FFBP trade off accuracy and complexity.
Their accuracy is dictated in part by the subaperture
partitioning and the estimate of the angular sampling
step and in part by the interpolation error. While in BP
the image is directly evaluated in the final computa-
tional grid, in FBP interpolations are needed to regrid
partial images to the final lattice, and in FFBP the
interpolation process is more in-rolled. Interpolation
errors can then accumulate, and the best results can be
obtained by a joint use of an optimal sampling and an
optimal interpolation. Obviously, by using oversam-
plings, less accurate interpolation schemes are adopt-
able. In [4], a 1.3% error is achieved and deemed
acceptable by exploiting linear interpolation and an
oversampling of 4. Nevertheless, by employing better
interpolations, a comparable or an even better accuracy
can be reached by coarser samplings.

We have shown that the computations of BP [7]
and of the partial images in FBP and FFBP [8] can be
conveniently performed by 1D nonuniform fast Fourier
transforms (NUFFTs) [9] and that the 2D interpolations
in FBP and FFBP can be accurately and quickly
calculated, namely, with reduced computational cost, by

2D NUFFTs. Indeed, 1D and 2D NUFFTs achieve a
OðN log NÞ and OðN2 log NÞ complexity, respectively.
Furthermore, the NUFFT parameters can be modulated
according to the requested accuracy and to the use of
single/double precision so that both reach a very
convenient trade-off between complexity and accuracy.
Finally, 2D NUFFTs are particularly suited for the
interpolation of band-limited functions, as those in-
volved in FBP and FFBP, when weak information on
the signal band limitedness is available.

NUFFTs achieve high accuracy and the same
complexity of standard FFTs thanks to the choice of the
interpolation window used to express ‘‘nonuniformly’’
sampled exponentials by ‘‘uniformly’’ sampled ones. In
[10, 11], we have presented an optimized approach for
NUFFT algorithms based on a general and new
perspective. The window has been optimized to obtain
more accurate results than those available in the
literature without burdening the computational and
memory requirements. However, the approach in [10,
11] has been limited to 1D.

The purpose of this article [12] is to present an
improvement over the approaches in [2, 7, 8] that dealt
with BP, FBP, and FFBP using NUFFT algorithms
based on the use of Kaiser–Bessel (KB) windows. In
particular, here we use ‘‘optimized’’ NUFFTs developed
according to the scheme in [10, 11] for BP, FBP, and
FFBP. We show that the use of optimized NUFFTs
improves accuracy of about one order of magnitude as
compared to the KB case.

In this article, the performance is intentionally
evaluated in terms of the number of required operations
and of accuracy but not of computation time. Indeed,
the time taken by actual implementations strongly
depends on, besides the computational complexity of
the algorithm, software/hardware factors, such as
memory latencies or exploitation of cache memories
and pipelines, which are here beyond our scope. As an
example, a sequential algorithm with reduced complex-
ity can require larger computing times than a simpler
algorithm with larger complexity but amenable to a
parallelization profiting of multicore architectures.

2. NUFFT-Based BP

The SAR geometry is illustrated in Figure 1. For
the sake of simplicity, a rectilinear trajectory is
considered just to illustrate the approach, but the
numerical examples will refer to curved paths. Further-
more, the scenario is assumed to be flat.

Here, we use the following symbols: t, slow time;
c, light speed; raðtÞ ¼ ðxaðtÞ; yaðtÞ; zaðtÞÞ, flight trajec-
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tory; and (x, y), ground coordinates. The z¼ 0 plane is
the imaging plane.

BP approximates the ground reflectivity c(x, y) by
the quantity h(x, y) as [2]

hðx; yÞ ¼
X

n

Z
Sðtn; f Þe j2pf

2DRðx;y;tnÞ
c df ; ð1Þ

where tn is the slow-time instant at which the nth pulse
illuminating the scene is sent, Sðtn; f Þ is the nth
frequency domain signal after range compression, f is
the frequency, DRðx; y; tnÞ ¼ Rðx; y; tnÞ � RaðtnÞ, RaðtnÞ
¼ jjraðtnÞjj is the distance between the origin and the
platform, Rðx; y; tnÞ ¼ jjr � raðtnÞjj is the distance
between the platform and a generic scatterer located
at r, and r ¼ ðx; y; 0Þ is the position of the generic
scatterer.

Let us suppose the image grid to be the Cartesian
grid (xi, yk). (1) then becomes

hðxi; ykÞ ¼
X

n

X
q

S tn; fq
� �

e j2pfq
2DRððxi ;yk Þ;tnÞ

c Df : ð2Þ

The expression of a 1D nonuniform discrete
Fourier transform (NUDFT) of nonequispaced results
(NER) type between fzqgq¼Q=2�1

q¼�Q=2
and fẑpgP

p¼1 is the
following [11]:

ẑp ¼
XQ=2�1

q¼�Q=2

zqe�j2pq

Q
xp ; ð3Þ

where the sampling locations xp must belong to [�P/2,
P/2].

Accordingly, the internal summation in (2) is a
1D-NER NUDFT and thus can be efficiently and
effectively computed by using a 1D-NER NUFFT [8,
11], the input sampling fq being regular but the output
sampling defined by 2DRððxi; ykÞ; tnÞ=c being irregu-
lar.

3. FBP and NUFFT-Based Interpolations

FBP divides the aperture into smaller subapertures
of length l (Figure 2), each associated to a partial image
hm(x, y) [4]. The final image is obtained as a coherent
superposition of the hm(x, y)’s, namely,

hðx; yÞ ¼
X

m

hmðx; yÞ

¼
X

m

X
n

s tmn;
2DRððx; yÞ; tmnÞ

c

� �
; ð4Þ

where tmn is the generic sampling point of the mth
subaperture and s(tmn, s) is the inverse Fourier
transform of S(tmn, f ). Each hm(x, y) can be efficiently
and effectively computed according to the above BP
scheme and, thus, by a 1D-NER NUFFT.

The partial images can be computed in a faster
way than BP with a controllable accuracy. Indeed, the
sampling requirements for FBP are relaxed as compared
to BP. To briefly recall this point, we let �tm be the slow
time at the center of the mth subaperture so that the
generic sampling point tmn of the mth subaperture can
be rewritten by aid of the center offsets nn as
tmn ¼ nn þ�tm. We also introduce a polar coordinate
system ðqmðx; yÞ; amðx; yÞÞ for the mth subaperture
defined as (Figure 2)

qm ¼ jr � rað�tmÞj
cos am ¼

r�rað�tmÞð Þ� raðnnþ�tmÞ�rað�tmÞð Þ
qmnn

(
ð5Þ

with r ¼ ðx; y; 0Þ. Since

DRðx; y; nn þ�tmÞ

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
q2

mðx; yÞ þ n2
n � 2qmðx; yÞnn cos amðx; yÞ

q
� Raðnn þ�tmÞ; ð6Þ

the partial images can be regarded as a function of the
polar coordinate systems, that is, hm ¼ hmðqm; amÞ. A
uniform ‘‘polar’’ grid ðqmh; amrÞ can be chosen accord-
ing to the following steps [4]:

Dqm �
c

2BW
; D cos amð Þ � c

2fbl
; ð7Þ

where BW and fb are the bandwidth and the maximum
pulse frequency, respectively, and c is the free-space
propagation speed. The angular resolution is inversely
proportional to l, which means that keeping l small
enables weakening the angular sampling requirements.

The partial images hm are computed on an uniform
polar grid instead of a uniform Cartesian one. Since the
polar coordinates (qm, am) change from partial image to
partial image, FBP requires a final 2D polar-to-
Cartesian interpolation onto the common Cartesian grid
(iDx, kDy). Such interpolation must be computationally
convenient and accurate to avoid the error accumulation
[4].

Note that the uniform Cartesian grid (iDx, kDy)
appears as a nonuniform grid in polar coordinates, so we
must interpolate from a uniform spatial grid to a

Figure 1. The considered SAR geometry.
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nonuniform spatial one. To define the interpolation
scheme, it exploits weak information on the band
limitedness of the involved functions and is, for
Cartesian uniform grids, performed by FFT, zero
padding, and inverse FFT. For the specific case of
FBP and FFBP, the output is needed over a nonuniform,
non-Cartesian grid. Accordingly, NER-NUFFT replaces
the inverse FFT stage. As mentioned, the error of FBP is
the cumulative effect of both sampling and interpolation
errors. A reduction of the total error is expected if the
performance of the interpolation stage is improved. For
example, since in [4] linear interpolation is adopted and
since NUFFT interpolation outperforms the linear one
[8], a sensitive reduction of the overall error could be
achieved even for nonoptimized NUFFTs and for
reduced angular oversampling factors.

While in [8] we employed a NUFFT algorithm for
FBP based on the use of KB windows, here we will
present an FBP approach using a NUFFT exploiting the
optimized one developed in [10, 11].

4. FFBP and 2D NUFFT-Based
Interpolations

FFBP uses a tree-based scheme reiterating FBP
and in which the interpolation errors can accumulate. It
recursively subdivides the subapertures into sub-sub-
apertures. Subapertures of level b � 1 are subdivided
into subapertures of level b. The set of subapertures of
any level is organized in a tree-like structure.

The calculation of partial images associated to the
lowest-level subapertures can be obtained by a BP
scheme on a polar grid. Since each subaperture is
associated to its own polar grid, climbing up the tree
requires a 2D polar-to-polar interpolation [5] since a
uniform grid at level b appears nonuniform at level b�
1 [8]. At the last stage of the tree climbing, FFBP
requires, just as FBP, a final 2D polar-to-Cartesian
interpolation.

The polar-to-polar interpolation can be performed
by a two-step procedure using a standard FFT and a 2D-

NER NUFFT [8]. Finally, the polar-to-Cartesian
interpolation can be performed as for FBP.

As for FBP, in [8] we employed a KB-NUFFT for
FFBP, while here we will present an FFBP scheme
using optimized NUFFTs based on the approach in [10,
11].

5. Numerical Results

We present an analysis to show the performance
of the optimized NUFFT in BP, FBP, and FFBP.

To this end, we have considered a 12 m 3 12 m
scene with five point scatterers located at (0, 0) m, (2, 0)
m, (�2, 0) m, (0, 2) m, and (0,�2) m. Flight height and
depression angle are 7 km and p/4, respectively, while
the number of pulses (azimuth positions) is 1024.
Center frequency and bandwidth are 9.6 GHz and 800
MHz, respectively. A curvilinear trajectory with

xðrÞ ¼ R0 cosðhdÞð1þ 0:002 � sinð2pr=LÞÞ
yðrÞ ¼ r
zðrÞ ¼ R0 sinðhdÞð1þ 0:003 � sinð2pr=LÞÞ

8<
: ð8Þ

has been considered, where r is the representation
parameter and L is the length of the synthetic aperture.

We assess BP, FBP, and FFBP using optimized
NUFFTs against the reference image obtained by the
BP approach using 1D nonuniform discrete Fourier
transforms (NUDFTs) [11] shown on the top left of
Figure 3. The reconstruction errors obtained by the BP,

Figure 2. Relevant geometry for the FBP algorithm.

Figure 3. Top left: reference image obtained by BP using a 1D
NUDFT in decibel scale. Top right: error for the BP approach. Bottom
left: error for the FBP approach. Bottom right: error for the FFBP
approach.

Table 1. RMS values for the different interpolation algorithms

Algorithm KB (%) Optimized (%)

BP 4.16 3 10�10 4.79 3 10�11

FBP 1.8 3 10�3 3.4 3 10�4

FFBP 2.6 3 10�3 6.1 3 10�4
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FBP, and FFBP are shown on the top right, bottom left,
and right of Figure 3, respectively. FBP and FFBP have
been run with (minimum size for FFBP) subapertures of
32 pulses and an angular sampling Dam with an
oversampling of 3. The oversampling of Dam will be
discussed shortly.

The performance of optimized NUFFT can be
modulated according to the window enabling the trade-
off between accuracy and burden [11]. Single-precision
and double-precision modalities can be defined [11].
This fits well the modulation of the trade-off between
accuracy and computational burden while moving from
BP to FBP and FFBP. Therefore, BP has been run with
double-precision NUFFTs. With FBP and FFBP being
appointed to renounce to accuracy in favor of
computational lightness, for them, single-precision
NUFFTs have been run. Single precision is interesting
to perform on-the-fly processings on onboard platforms
[13] or when acceleration is achieved by GPUs [2] or
field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) [13] and
memory saving is important. Table 1 summarizes the
percentage root-mean-square (RMS) errors committed
by BP, FBP, and FFBP against the NUDFT-based,
reference BP approach. The NUFFT performance
critically depends on the interpolation window, and
the optimized NUFFTs have better performance when
compared to other literature approaches. Table 2 points
out the modularity of the optimized NUFFTs and that
they outperform other literature approaches. The
comparison is performed against the KB window [9],
which, in turn, outperforms several competing ap-
proaches [11]. The performance is examined with
reference also to (minimum size for FFBP) subapertures
with different numbers of pulses. Dealing with a better-
performing interpolator, as before, the angular sampling
step in (7) has been considered with an oversampling of
3, which is reduced against the oversampling of 4
considered in [4]. Notwithstanding the reduced angular
oversampling, a percentage error of ’ 10�4 is reached
by the optimized single-precision NUFFTs, which is far
better than the 1.3% error in [4]. This suggests that
FFBP is not far from FBP and confirms that improve-
ments can be achieved in FBP when highly performing
interpolators are employed. It is stressed that the
optimized NUFFTs are capable of outperforming the
KB NUFFTs, gaining an accuracy of almost one order
of magnitude.

6. Conclusions

We have proposed BP, FBP, and FFBP based on
1D and 2D optimized NUFFTs. The modularity of
NUFFT and BP approaches to trade off accuracy and
computational burden has been shown. The better
performance of the optimized NUFFTs against KB
has been pointed out. We have shown that even when
reducing the angular oversampling, performance with
accuracy improved by orders of magnitude has been
achieved. The NUFFTs based on the KB and optimized
windows have the same asymptotic computational
complexity (number of operations and memory storage)
[10, 11]. However, our optimized window reaches a
higher accuracy thanks to its specific design for the
NUFFT computation. This is a typical trade-off of
accuracy versus computational complexity. Once the
input/output nonuniform grid has been defined, the
values of the optimized window can be stored and
‘‘recycled’’ for different runs.

Although in BP double-precision accuracy can be
of interest when demanded by the application, imple-
menting FBP and FFBP using a single-precision
modality can be convenient according to the adopted
sampling rate. Examples of that are onboard processing
or the case in which the computations are accelerated by
GPUs or FPGAs and saving memory space is necessary.
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